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Return of natural vegetation

What drives ecological restoration…………..
- public or beneficial ownership (or control)
- removal of non-native grazing animals
- recruitment of woody species and the reinstatement of the structural
complexity of vegetation
- reinstatement of natural processes such as nutrient cycling,
decomposition, trophic cascades etc

…………..and what holds it back?
- sheep, cattle or horses
unrestrained, domesticated herbivory!
- designation based on broad habitats
- Common Standards Monitoring
- dependency on agri-environment schemes: don’t rely on it as a business model!
- managerialism and short-termism
- inflexibility within current system
- lack of strict protection category (non-intervention) in protected area designation

Oostvaardesplassen “experiment”
- reclaimed land of Flevoland
Zuiderzee closed 1932 forming Ijssel & Marker meer
- four areas of polder created by draining behind dykes, S
Flevoland was the last in 1968
~6,000ha of polder did not get developed for industry and was
only partially drained:
- wet areas attract waterfowl such as greylag geese, spoon bill
Trees seeding from nearby willows start to spread over
reclaimed land
- Public Authority for Southern Ijsselmeerpolders introduce
herbivores to maintain grass areas for geese
- 36 Heck cattle in 1983, 20 Konik horses in 1984, claimed by
Frans Vera as an experiment with large herbivores
- designated State Natural Monument in 1986,
Special Protection Area and RAMSAR wetland 1989
- 56 Red deer released in 1992
- management transferred to Staatsbosbeheer (State Forestry
Service) in 1996

Lure for wild birds - artificial wetland/marshland/grazing pasture
- 1,600ha open water, 2,000ha reed and 2,400ha grass and trees
- water level varied manually over years behind dykes to suit management objectives
- reserve area is below sea level
Large population of greylag geese use pasture as a rough grazing area
- other water fowl include spoonbill, cormorant, large and little egret, ducks and bittern
- grassland birds and reed dwellers occupy other niches
- white-tailed (sea) eagle has bred there since 2006

Two new predator – prey interactions

Fox taking a greylag goose

White-tailed (sea) eagle fishing

Wetland was the key to these new predator – prey interactions
- geese and spoonbills would have found grass in farmland elsewhere – and did!

So – why do we mostly hear about the large grazers at OVP?

Nature Development – Dutch approach to nature reserves
“….a new concept for nature
conservation is required. I propose using
the habitat requirements of large
herbivores as a key to the design of
large-scale nature reserves. Large
herbivores can have a significant
influence on vegetation composition
and thus act as keystone species”

“Large herbivores
Typical of the area are the large
herbivores, which originally belong in our
country. Red deer, Konik horses and Heck
cattle live naturally in wild herds. They
play a key role in the natural dynamics”
Staatsbosbeheer (Dutch state forestry service)

This is NATURAL?

VERA Hypothesis – large herbivores and woodland creation
Frans Vera’s published doctoral thesis (2000) based on experiences at OVP claiming
large herbivores not only created open conditions, but drove forest regeneration cycle
- herds of aurochs, bison and wild horses grazed large, open areas that eventually went
through scrub and woodland phases before breaking down at old age to form open
areas
- tree establishment occurred only through protection from grazing from
spikey mantle shrubs like blackthorn
- no direct replacement of woodland by regeneration where existing
woodland had been
- implies woodland was only found as shifting islands through landscape
and with a universal source of tree seed available (?!)
Woodland ecologist Keith Kirby modelled Vera theory for
Britain
- unlikely that savannah landscape with very low density
of trees would have been widespread < 30%
- closed canopy wooded landscapes in range 40-60%
- balance would be developing scrub or breakdown phase
- modelling results consistent with pollen analysis and
invertebrate records
- low proportion of beech compared to continental
Europe and natural absence of bison and wild horse
make it less likely that woodland was a herbivore-driven
system in Britain

The literature does not support Vera

“The introduction of grazing animals is
rarly based on sound scientific research”

This is a first indication that in fact
former large herbivores (including
aurochs) were apparently not able to
oppose or control forest growth. Only
beavers (Castor fiber), from which there
is prehistoric evidence of their clearing
and flooding activities (Garrison 1967),
locally were and are able to change
forest growth along rivers (Johnston &
Naiman 1990)”

“The available pollen data reported here
forces the rejection of Vera’s hypothesis”

“little evidence to support a wood-pasture
model (sensu Vera, 2000)”
“The second significant weakness of the
Vera hypothesis in the present context is
that herbivore grazing is fore-grounded as
the main relevant disturbance factor.
However, it is but one of a range of factors
requiring consideration (Bell and Walker
2005, fig 6.1). It has been shown, for
instance, that beavers were a significant
environmental disturbance factor in river
valleys and lowlands in prehistory”

“One problem is that this ignores possible
impacts of predators. Vera (2000) simply
assumes that ‘Whatever the influence the
large predators had, the densities [of large
herbivores] that are required for the
regeneration of oaks and Hazel must have
been the result.’ which illustrates the level
of speculation affecting this debate

"the open areas evident within the records
were not driven by the activities of grazing
animals, that herbivore density does not
control natural forest structure, effectively
nullifying the crux of the Vera hypothesis"

“Thus our data do not support the alleged
role of free-ranging livestock in the
conservation of biodiversity”
“The evidence about more recent (ca. 500–
1900 A.D.) periods in Grazing Ecology and
Forest History does not support the Vera
Hypothesis. The most important general
problem is that the material Vera
presented appears to be irrelevant to the
hypothesis”

“the separation of habitats for domestic
cattle and aurochs suggests that Neolithic
farming groups exploited environmentallydifferent areas for their cattle from those
used naturally by aurochs”

The Oostvaardersplassen, for example,
contains none of its lost predators, such as
bears or wolves, yet other reintroduction
experiments have shown that they can
alter the entire ecosystem”

“thorny and prickly shrub species may
provide shelter for certain plants against
large grazers in pastures (Rousset and
Lepart, 2000; Vera, 2000; van Uytvanck et
al., 2008). We found little evidence that
prickly Rubus provided shelter for the oak
seedlings by reducing browsing frequency
and browsing intensity”

Question
WHAT WOULD YOU PREDICT WOULD HAPPEN WITH FENCED-IN HERBIVORES?

Nature
development
– green to
brown!!!!

Original 30% woodland cover virtually destroyed through de-barking!!

Destruction of trees from bark ringing

New tree seeding completely disappeared

Eating bark on this scale is a symptom of chronic food scarcity

Ever rising herbivore population - STARVATION and MANY DEATHS

TRUE NATURE!!
The fence around OVP
means there is

NO WAY OUT!!
Deer carcasses removed with heavy machinery

Rising herbivore population and mortality

Large herbivores on 1 May, excluding calves

WINTER KILLS - total deaths/m

Number of calves and foals for the period Jan-Dec

Proportional mortality Dec-Apr

Number of breeding pairs Greylag Goose

Relative winter mortality increased from <10% in the 1990s to >40% in 2013
Increase in total herbivores 2005-2013 = ~1,000
Total herbivore births 2005-2013 = ~9,000
- they are not dieing of old age!
Total deaths from starvation 2005-2013 = ~ 8,000

> 25% OF THE HERBIVORE POPULATION IS DIEING FROM STARVATION EACH YEAR

…which is good news for the scavengers

…but is bad news for tree establishment
Vera hypothesis asserts tree development and natural woodland formation in
Europe relies on protection from grazing by spikey saum and mantle vegetation
Sapling establishment investigated in the OVP by
transplanting saplings of pioneers, spiny shrubs, and
hardwood species inside and outside of grazing
refuges (exclosures)
- No single sapling survived in grazed controls

Used aerial photographs from eight different years
over the period 1980 to 2011, to measure
development of willows and elderberry,
- regeneration of woody species occurred while
herbivore densities were still low (<0.5 N/ha)
- no new establishments were visible after 1996
when densities of large herbivores increased
- seedlings of various woody species found in an
ungrazed control site

Vera is not even supported by his “experiment” of the OVP

Question
WHAT IS MISSING THAT COULD HAVE PROTECTED THE TREES?

Predator model implemented in face of increasing deaths at OVP
Concern at animal welfare at OVP in late 1990s led to guidelines for
large herbivores used in Nature Development in Netherlands being
drawn up by Deputy Minister of Agriculture
- care of animal species, taking into account different management
objectives of reserves
- intervention in suffering, illness or injury
- well-being in relation to the carrying capacity of nature reserves
- supplementary feeding
- control of animal diseases
- disposal of dead animals
Guidelines made a distinction in treatment between herbivores in OVP compared to smaller reserves
- greatest possible opportunity was to be given to nature in regulating whether animals lived or died
- animal at OVP would not have welfare care given routinely to domestic livestock, such as vaccinations against
diseases, intestinal worms
- preventive measures would be culling for population control and supplementary feeding in bad weather
- culling would also be required if an animal suffers or threatens to get in a hopeless situation
- carcasses left to rot
- recognised limits to carrying capacity at OVP because it did not allow natural migratory behaviour on a large scale
- population model predicted for OVP that increase in grazers would level off when capacity of land is approached
Advice from Scientific Advisory Committee of State forestry service for
a strategy to cull animals in poor condition at the end of winter in a
regime that was intended to simulate predation
- began on a trial basis in December 2003
- cold spell in March 2004 showed inadequacy of approach
- revised (enhanced) “predator model” implemented in November
2004 with earlier culling of animals exhibiting hopeless suffering

To cull or not to cull? Humans a poor predator!

Increasing mortality in bad winter 2004/5
led to establishment of international
committee in 2005 to assess management of
the OVP:
- culling did not realistically simulate
predation, and should not be referred to as a
predator model
- access to shelter should be improved
- program of research and monitoring of
herbivore populations should be developed
- ecological corridor to the Horsterwold to
be established to provide additional habitat
- animals in terminally poor condition in late
winter should be culled and not allowed to
die by starvation

Substantial numbers had to
be culled in the prolonged
cold winter of 2010
Images of starving animals
appeared on the national
television generating
criticism of the management
regime and initiating a
debate in the Parliament

A second commission installed 2010 to
evaluate:
- Progress in responding to first report
- Ecological aspects of management
- Welfare issues under current
management
- Future management
Noted that 60% of land needed for
ecological corridor had been
purchased

Public backlash at the “experiment” continues
“Last winter
1,250 animals
were culled. This
is not a Dutch
Serengeti, but a
polder version of
the killing fields”
Unnecessary suffering of animals in ostvaardersplassen
unacceptable

Oostvaardersplassen: new wilderness or killing fields?

“Animals die like rats
in
Oostvaardersplassen …
This is the new nature
to them”

Natural experiment Oostvaardersplassen a big failure

What about the nature of the Oostvaardersplassen?

Increasing available habitat – the ecological corridor
OostvaardersWold - ecological corridor between OVP and Horsterwold

NOT HAPPENED – regional parliament resignations, withdrawal of Government
funding, change to simpler plans etc.
How much difference will it make?

- larger area still enclosed with fencing
- Konik horses already in Horsterwold

Forest of Letea, Romania, trashed by animal abandonment

Danube Delta Biosphere encompasses 250km2 unfenced
communal pasture of 300,000 free-ranging livestock
- history of abandonment of horses when locals could not feed
them, and which became worse during the 1980s when
infectious anaemia was identified
- reproduction over several generations led to > 5,000 feral
- myth propagated that these were wild horses
- incursion of 1000-2000 feral horses in Letea Forest have
trashed a designated strict reserve area (IUCN Cat. Ia) after
large portions of fence protecting it were destroyed
- local councils repeatedly asked by BR to improve
management of domestic animals owned by local population
“Rewilding” Europe targets area for Taros programme coattailing on back of myth of “wild horses”
“the animals have started to play an essential role in shaping
wetlands, grasslands, dune systems and the famous Letea
Forest”??!!!!
- 12 cattle transported October 2015 from Tauros breeding site
in Netherlands to enclosure before releasing into “breeding
site location” on communal pasture
- a “natural grazing pilot” in Sfântu Gheorghe communal
pasturelands

Is this Tauros breeding site a freeing of natural processes?

Bison world, Germany - wildlife
comeback as tourist attraction
5 bison released into 20ha tourist “wilderness
area” enclosure, 10 into larger, private forest
area in 2013
“The wilderness area
The world upside down: Although the bison herd
is separated by a fence from the
visitors. Nevertheless, the illusion is rapidly
created that it is the huge animals that move
freely in the midst of their wild life area - and not
man. These are the claims and aims of Bison
Wilderness Rothaarsteig"

Scatophilia?
Bison Ranger diary 11-17 June 2012

Is this a freeing of natural processes?

Substitute species in Reserva Biológica Campanarios de Azaba, Spain
“Rewilding” Europe signs up private nature reserve in Spain for Tauros breeding programme
- 24 Retuerta horses and 6 Sayaguesa cattle released into fenced 522ha cork oak farm (dehesas) July 2012
- RE calls dehesas the “natural Mediterranean mosaic landscapes”

Is this Tauros breeding site a
freeing of natural processes?

Nature conservancy symposium on grazing for nature conservation 1965
Symposium on use of grazing as a conservation tool held by Nature Conservancy at
Monks Wood Experimental Station April 1965
- number of reports presented on grazing experiments
- wrestled with legitimacy of using livestock grazing, in particular sheep, in National
Nature Reserves to maintain “large areas of unstable vegetation in a highly artificial
condition”
- overgrazing by sheep in Wales, Scotland and Upland England had been responsible for
changes in vegetation that many ecologists considered to be deleterious
- heavy grazing had eradicated woodland and prevented regeneration of trees and
shrubs
- species sensitive to grazing (heather, cowberry, mountain avens) were eradicated as
these communities were converted to grassland
- loss of productivity, especially on poorer soils, was associated with policy of
continued heavy grazing
- result of heavy grazing was that soil erosion and scree formation
commonplace in Highland regions
- target species in lowland reserves like chalkland were more at threat
from absence of grazing
- one attendee remarked that that too much attention was being given
to studies on rarities of chalk grassland when more work should be
done on common species
- referenced the agricultural period and associated economic
conditions prevailing, which had similar land use under which a
species of interest had thrived and NOT THE NATURAL STATE
- only reference to predators was in relation to their threatened
existence in uplands “as long as grouse, or even Red Deer, remain the
chief interest”

Livestock grazing became “business model” of the conservation industry
- nature conservation in England is agro-ecology by grazing to maintain open habitats
- deforest to open habitat, fence and graze with domestic livestock (cattle, sheep or ponies)
- “business model” funded by Higher Level Stewardship - agri-environment subsidy (EU Pillar 2 CAP)
Annual HLS payments in England
• 2007/2008 - £36.6m/€45.7m
• 2011/12 - £142m/€177.5m
• 2012/13 - £165m/€233.9m

Outcome for 2011/2012
• 200,000ha in new agreements (2% of English farmland)
• 2,383 new HLS agreements
• £44m/€55m per year for the next 10 years
•100,000th agreement reached December 2012

HR2 Native breeds at risk grazing supplement £70/€87.5/yr/ha

agri-environment subsidy is now driver for nature conservation
Impact of Frans Vera:
- livestock grazing cloaked in rhetoric of “natural processes”
- livestock grazing is “naturalistic grazing” when grazing animals are assumed to
drive the ecosystem!!

“naturalistic grazing” is now synonymous with “rewilding”

Wood pasture became linked to “naturalistic grazing”
Peterken, G.F. Postscript in
Natural Woodland: Ecology and
Conservation in Northern
Temperate Regions. Cambridge
University Press. Reprinted 2001

“a polemic, an advocate’s statement that should be read with caution”
Peterken, G.F. (2001) Grazing ecology and forest history, F.W.M. Vera: Book review British Wildlife, 12: 225-6

English Nature commissioned report on “role of large herbivores in the
post-glacial landscape of Britain and the potential for using freeranging grazing animals to create and maintain diverse landscape
mosaics in modern conditions”
- reinforces fakery of assigning a wilderness function to “free-ranging”
domesticated grazing animals
- gave credence to Vera in his demand that landscapes are “restored by
grazing”

“naturalistic grazing” is JUST FARMING

State forest lands became the playground for Vera-like
experiments in wood pasture creation
Four examples on the Public Forest Estate
- Neroche, Somerset
- Dunwich Forest, Suffolk
- Friston Forest, E. Sussex
- Ennerdale Forest, Cumbria

They all have in common:
- Tree clearance (deforestation) to create a
hole in the forest
- Fencing enclosure
- Grazing with cattle or ponies
The expectation that trees will regenerate
in the presence of livestock grazing in a
creation of wood pasture
Can
- Agri-environment funding i.e

grazing “create” woodland??

HC14 Creation of wood pasture - £180/€225/yr/ha

They are not like the wood pasture in this photograph!

hole punched in forest by tree felling!

“Timber harvesting work began in 2006 to clear the
first grazing units in the Neroche Forest, and the
resulting open space was prepared for grazing
through raking and burning of brash, lowering of
stumps and erection of new stock fencing”

Over-wintering cattle in woodchip corral – grass doesn’t grow in winter!

less green house emissions??

Agri-environment scheme funding the grazing at Neroche

Staple & Ruttersleigh Common

Wych Lodge
Buckland Wood

- Forestry Commission own the cattle and the land
- Blackdown Hills Trust are tenants who contract two local farmers to manage the cattle
- Blackdown Hills Trust will receive £322,333/ €402,916
Forestry Commission plantation turned into a subsidised MEAT FACTORY

Is this ecological restoration?

H02 - Restoration of lowland heathland on neglected sites, H03 Restoration of forestry areas to lowland heathland
LHX - Major preparatory work for heathland recreation, SA Scrub management – less than 25% cover
CLH - Re-introduction of livestock - Livestock-handling facilities

Is this ecological restoration?

HC14 - Creation of wood pasture

Does radio-tracking domestic animals in a fenced enclose tell us
anything about natural habitat selection?

Forestry Commission plantation of a non-native Sitka spruce and larch

Wild Ennerdale Stewardship Plan 2006

“greater freedom to develop under natural processes”??

Dynamic natural forces acting in the valley

River Liza – high energy and variable course

Roe deer (80-10) – Red deer arriving

Why kill the roe deer?
No fossil bone evidence of aurochs in valley!
Wild Ennerdale Stewardship Plan 2006

Wind throw

Which animal has a greater right to be in the valley?

Cattle grazing with Galloways from 2006

Silver Cove herd
Black Sail herd
“Black bears” of Ennerdale – Galloway cattle

UL18 - Cattle grazing on upland grassland and moorland

Ennerdale Valley Continuous Cover Management Plan 2008

Agri-environment subsidy for grazing – Higher Level Stewardship in 2009

How have cattle affected tree regeneration in Silver Cove?

Felled areas in Silver Cove are grazed
Less accessible rocky slopes

Accessible flat land

Exclosure

Native species regenerate ONLY in exclosures

Mixed regeneration on inaccessible rocky slopes

Only unpalatable conifers develop outside exclosures

Exclosures in Silver Cove – tree regeneration protected from grazing

2006

On the slope

Trampling by cattle NOT NEEDED for tree establishment!!

2010

Flat, plantation edge

Radio-collar tracking cattle in Silver Cove and tree regeneration

Location tracking for two
3-day periods: Summer
and Autumn
The greatest level of
activity is on the clear
fell where cattle spend
40% of their time

Initial study in 2010 found the height of native tree regeneration outside of
exclosures is related to slope and accessibility
- Cattle access upslope flat areas along easy routes with gradual incline,
including existing footpaths (movement N to S)
- Young trees on sharp inclines are not browsed or browsed less (movement
not E to W)

Effect of slope and exclusion in Silver Cove

E3

Naomi Eleanor Matthews, SoG 2012

T1
T2
E2
E1

Diversity of tree species is affected by slope and
by exclosure (Fig 1 – transect T2 is on slope)
– palatability is factor in the open
Average height of tree species affected by slope
and exclosure (Fig 2)

unpalatable
larch

Fig. 1 Total number of tree seedlings found at each transect for each species

Fig. 2 Average height of tree seedling of each species at each transect

Lessons from cattle grazing in Silver Cove
FLAT, ACCESSIBLE AREAS
- cattle producing a modified plagio-climax determined by
palatability
- where protected through exclosure, native tree recruitment
does not need cattle trampling

Cattle grazing will return the landscape back to the
state before deforestation of conifers – this is not
ecological restoration!!
EFFECT OF SLOPE
- modifies cattle behaviour through restricting access
- analogous to exclosure in terms of species recruitment

Native trees will flourish on slopes – this is not wood
pasture!!

If slope = fence
……. does fence = wolves?

Spread of agri-environment subsidy in Ennerdale Valley
Higher Level Stewardship in 2013

AG00358167 - 2013
AG00344307- 2009

Silver Cove

AG00415015 - 2013

AG00421377 - 2013

AG00344307 – 2009
Black Sail

Only two areas of Forestry Commission land NOT now covered by HLS!

Expansion of cattle grazing throughout the valley

£872,780

Silver Cove Herd

Black Sail Herd

Ennerdale Valley Continuous Cover Management Plan 2008

Evidence from Silver Cove is that natural tree
regeneration will NOT occur with cattle
Only new habitat developed will be grassland!!!

Publicly owned plantation forest turned into a subsidised MEAT FACTORY!!

Herbivore-driven “rewilding” – recent history repeating itself
we learn from the past so that
our actions today do not spoil
tomorrow!!
PRAESENS PRUDENTER AGIT

An Allegory of Prudence, Titian (1550-1565)
- three ages of man
- triple headed beast: wolf, lion, dog

Tipping point for extent of human exceptionalism was
arrival of pastoralism in the Neolithic, a transformation
from hunter and berry-gatherer to shepherd and farmer (cf.
Jean Dorst in “Before nature dies”)
- millennia of unrestrained grazing by domesticated
herbivores
- persecution of both plants and animals that were an
inconvenient threat to that grazing
- extirpation of wolf, bear, lynx, beaver, wild boar,
moose, aurochs, sea eagle, kite, golden eagle
- range contraction of pine marten, wildcat, otter,
weasel, polecat, stoat, mountain hare
- deforestation especially loss of upland, riparian,
bog and wet woodland
- wetlands drained
How is herbivore-driven “rewilding” behind fences a break
from that recent past?
What is a “natural” level of grazing/browsing in the absence of
predators and inability to migrate?

How do we square the circle of herbivore impact in the absence of predators?

